
By KELLY NIX

THERE’S NO arguing that a
Carmel Valley man’s innovative
method of making dentures has a lot
of teeth behind it. 

Lawrence Wallace’s “Larell One
Step Denture” requires a fraction of
the time to make and costs much
less than traditional, laboratory-
manufactured dentures. 

“They are made in one hour on
the spot without the use of a lab,”
Wallace told The Pine Cone.

The dentures won Wallace and
his wife, Ellen, a former dental
assistant, a Miller Lite-sponsored
semifinal award in a competition in
October for the best new business in
the nation. The Wallaces will com-
pete at the finals in December for
the $250,000 grand prize.

Larell dentures — the term is
derived from the first three letters of
the couple’s names — amount to a
“breakthrough” in the world of false
teeth, he maintains. 

A retired oral surgeon who was

in private practice for 25 years,
Wallace’s foray into manufacturing
teeth began in 2007, about a dozen
years after retiring from practice.
He perfected the dentures in 2010
and they have been on the market
since. 

“Originally we were doing this
for nursing home patients,” he said,
“and we just saw that they were
applicable in so many areas.”

The old way of making dentures
requires several visits to a dentist
for fittings and takes from six to
eight weeks for a laboratory to man-
ufacture them. 

“And they cost between $3,000
and $5,000,” Ellen Wallace said.
“Our denture retails for about
$1,200, upper and lower.” 

Made of thermoplastic — a poly-
mer that is malleable when heated
— Wallace’s Larell dentures come
in five templates of different sizes
for the upper and lower teeth,
instead of being custom made as tra-
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By CHRIS COUNTS

LONG OVERUSED, Sykes Camp in Big Sur is being
loved to death. 

Famous for its hot springs, the campground is so well
known it has its own Yelp page on the Internet. But the noto-
riety isn’t doing the popular backpacking destination much

good, as volunteers of the nonprofit Ventana Wilderness
Alliance know only too well.

Two weeks ago, three volunteer “backcountry rangers”
hauled out about 50 pounds of trash for 12 miles along the
Pine Ridge Trail, leaving an estimated 350 pounds of garbage
behind. On their visit to Sykes Camp, they discovered 4 ille-
gal campfires, 38 camp stove violations, 19 “inappropriate”

fire rings and a burned toilet.
They also found a 15-foot-
by-15-foot structure con-
structed out of small red-
woods trees and limbs hid-
den downstream from the
camp. 

The volunteers were dis-
mayed by the mess — and
the blatant disregard for fire
restrictions. 

“Many campers had ille-
gal campfires and almost
everyone was using a stove
even though we are in fire
restrictions where no flame
of any type is allowed,” vol-
unteer Steve Benoit posted
on the VWA’s Internet
forum. “There is more toilet
paper and human waste in
Sykes than I have ever seen.”
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At Sykes Camp in Big Sur, a popular but overused destination for backpackers, volunteers from the VWA
removed trash, tried to deal with human waste, and examined an illegal camping structure.

Hikers trash Big Sur hot spring, volunteers clean it up Little controversy in
Livingston emails

By MARY SCHLEY

THE CONTENTS of dozens of emails which the City of
Carmel fought to hide — but which were released to The
Pine Cone Tuesday after the attorney who heavily redacted
earlier versions was taken off the job — revealed the con-
cerns of a woman heavily involved in the operation and
preservation of her city, but little else. 

The correspondence between former councilwoman and
Carmel Residents Association President Barbara Livingston
and city administrator Jason Stilwell, as well as with Mayor
Jason Burnett, focused on code enforcement, planning
issues, recommendations of candidates to serve on city
boards, and some of the chatter around town regarding recent
hires and investigations into longtime employees, leaving
wonder about why they had been hidden in the first place.

Livingston, who at first also refused to let The Pine Cone
see her emails, changed her mind at the same time the city
did.

“I am in agreement that the City of Carmel, in consulta-
tion with the city attorney and myself, will release the emails
exchanged between me and city officials,” Livingston said in
an email to The Pine Cone this week. “Newspaper editors
and readers will see that these messages are nothing more
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C.V. surgeon wins award for one-hour dentures
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Lawrence Wallace of Carmel Valley doesn’t wear
false teeth, but he’s the inventor of a new type of
dentures that is less expensive and easier to make.
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Men nabbed in armed robbery of jewelry store
n $172,000 in valuables recovered

By MARY SCHLEY

THREE MALES— two of them armed and two of them
teenagers — tied up the owner and an employee at a Dolores
Street jewelry store and stole more than $170,000 worth of
rings and other pieces Wednesday morning, but police caught
the trio in Marina before they could get rid of the jewelry or
the guns, according to Carmel Police Sgt. Luke Powell.

Carmel P.D. received several 911 calls reporting an armed
robbery had occurred at around 11:15 a.m. Nov. 6 at La
Renaissance, located just south of Ocean Avenue, after three
Hispanic males entered the shop, one carrying a loaded
revolver and another carrying what turned to be a replica of
a semiautomatic handgun. They forced the owner and an
employee into the back office, where they used zip ties to
secure the victims’ hands, according to Powell, while a cus-

tomer in the store was untouched.
“They were so quick to come into the store, they surprised

the employees, and the safe happened to be open,” Powell
said, enabling the robbers to grab a lot of expensive pieces in
a short amount of time and flee the store. He said he believes
the thieves timed their entry believing they might find the
safe open.

But the victims managed to free themselves and alert
authorities.

“In the robbers’ haste, they did not secure the zip ties,”
Powell said. The employee chased after the men, and a
woman saw them get into a turquoise Chevy Blazer and drive
south.
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HALLOWEEN CAR CHASE

LEADS TO ARREST OF

SUSPECTED RAPIST

By MARY SCHLEY

A 49-YEAR-OLD Glendale man led Carmel police on a
high-speed chase through downtown and down Highway 1
before driving a stolen black Toyota into a ditch on
Halloween night, according to Sgt. Luke Powell. 

Howard Cohen had taken the car from his ex-girlfriend
after battering and raping her in a Dolores Street hotel, he
said, though officers didn’t know that when they noticed him
driving on the wrong side of the center island on Lincoln
Street between Fourth and Fifth avenues around 10:30 p.m.
Oct. 31.

While patrolling downtown for possible DUI drivers, offi-
cer Chris Johnson saw the car on the wrong side of the street
and made a U-turn to follow it. Initially, the Toyota driver
pulled over on Ocean Avenue, but as Johnson left his police
vehicle and walked toward the car, it sped off, said Powell,
who was riding shotgun at the time.

Dueling Fort Ord 
ballot measures lose
n P.G. school bond also rejected 

By KELLY NIX

DESPITE BIG contributions that poured into the cam-
paigns for competing Fort Ord ballot measures, voters decid-
ed neither was good for the former military base and reject-
ed both at the polls Tuesday. 

Measure M, which would have prevented development of
about 540 acres in the Parker Flats area of Fort Ord, received
16,622 Yes votes (47 percent) to 18,742 No votes (53 per-
cent). 




